
 

 
From the Lay Directors Desk… 

Central Indiana Cursillo Community                             January 2022 

Tom Scimeca 

        CICC Lay Director 

 
I hope this issue of the Voice finds you and your family 
healthy and safe. 
 
Happy New Year! 
 
It is hard to believe that the Christmas season has ended 
and we have just entered “Ordinary Time” in the church 
calendar. I believe it is an “Extraordinary Time’ as we     
listen to the readings and message as Christ begins his   
public ministry. I’m always amazed that Christ healed         
thousands of people and there were still those that did not 
believe that he was the Messiah. 

At the end of each tiring day of preaching and curing the sick, Christ would find a quiet place 
and pray to his heavenly Father. In this busy world with all of its challenges we face every day 
in our lives, what a perfect reminder for us to stop, rest, listen and pray not only for our needs 
but for the needs of this world. Please keep our movement in your prayers as our teams begin 
formation and new Cursillistas start to discern about attending our weekends. Also, the men are 
still looking for a Spiritual Advisor and only 11 men have signed up for the Spring Weekend. 
The women have a full weekend of 30 Cursillistas with a few women on the waiting list. The 
72 Hour Prayer Chain Sign up Genius is available for you to sign up for an hour or two to pray 
for the team and the new Cursillistas. See Patty Brooks’ article on these prayer hours. 
 
In this issue, we will also talk about Friendship, Sponsoring and Group Reunion experiences. 
The new Rector, Matt Schlimgen and Rectora, Teresa Keay, will introduce themselves. Also, 
our new Music Coordinators, Virlee Weaver and David Leclere will say a few words about 
their positions. 



We encourage you to join us at our next School of Leaders Zoom meeting Saturday, February 
12, an Indianapolis Ultreya at St. Alphonsus –Zionsville on Saturday evening February 12 and 
save the date of April 9 when we will have our Reunion Ultreya at St. Simon the Apostle. The 
Lafayette Cursillo Community invites all of us to their monthly Ultreyas too. Please see the Cur-
sillo web site for more details. So as you can see, Cursillo is alive in Central Indiana!!! 
 
As we continue to pray for the end of this pandemic, I always remember - 1Peter 5:7- “Cast all 
your anxiety on Him because he cares for you”. 
 
May the Lord be with you always! 
 
God Bless and DECLORES! 
Tom Scimeca 

Lafayette Cursillo Coordinators 

Front Row – Bill Strasburger, Jane Peden, Kathy Clark, Von Keech, 
 Eileen Hays, Tim Hays 

Back Row – Jeff Jarboe, Marlene Jarboe, Russ Clark, David Leclere 

 



Onward! 
Ultreya… 

I think the Catholic Church is so amazing! It grieves me to see the statistics showing that people are 
walking away. I see it in my own family. As I listen to Catholic radio and  Catholic podcasts this        
dilemma is often brought up for discussion. How do we stop this? How do we get people into the 
Church? Although the avenues I have heard suggested differ somewhat, I am seeing a definite      
common thread in the proposed solutions. Friendship. Walking together with others to help them 
know Jesus. I have heard this suggested by Al Kresta’s guests innumerable times. It was brought up 
several times at 2 diocesan meetings I attended recently. Bishop Barron talks about it all the time! 
Eduardo Bonin was definitely onto something good here! The power of friendship is a potent tool for 
anyone wanting to lead others into a greater understanding of Christ’s Church. 

In Cursillo, we have our catch phrase, “Make a friend, be a friend, bring a friend to Christ.” We also 
have the great tripod method of piety, study, and action. These are both great, but I think that yet 
another great threesome of Cursillo is needed to really draw people into greater friendship.             
Pre-Cursillo, Cursillo, and Post-Cursillo were deliberately designed by Eduardo to work together and 
are crucial elements that must be carefully managed for the goal of the Cursillo movement, bringing 
Christ to others and others to Christ, to be achieved. 

I was blessed to have a great sponsor who let me know what Cursillo was all about. My weekend was 
fantastic! I am a Friend of God! I can still hear the singing! I started grouping immediately and have 
stuck with it but the thing that has really kept the fire burning for me is the regular Ultreyas we have 
in the Lafayette area. Every month from January to May and from September to November we have 
an Ultreya. At first, I just showed up and took part in the singing and friendship group sharing that is 
part of all our Ultreyas. As a very shy person, this was such a great blessing for me! It was life    
changing. 

After a while my husband, Tim, made his Cursillo and shortly after that he joined the Secretariat as 
the Post-Cursillo Chairperson. I was shocked to find out how rare monthly Ultreyas 30 minutes from 
one’s home were. I started asking about this and found out the secret to the success of the Lafayette 
Cursillo community. It is the Lafayette Cursillo Coordinators. My curiosity earned me an invitation to 
join this wonderful group, which Tim and I did. I would love to share with you how this group goes 
about the business of keeping Post-Cursillo going in the Lafayette area (which, of course, also helps 
feed the Pre-Cursillo and Cursillo steps as well!). 

Eileen Hays 
Cursillo 89 
Table of St. Faustina 
St. Francis Xavier in Attica 



The Lafayette Cursillo Coordinators (LCC) meet four times per year in the homes of its members.       
Ideally, we have one or two Parish Coordinators to represent each of the seven churches in our area. 
We currently have representatives for five of the seven churches. These meetings are about two hours 
long and we discuss issues related to Cursillo, decide on an emcee, a musician (thanks be to God for 
David Leclere!), and a witness speaker for each upcoming Ultreya, and work out any plans for food or 
other details. This planning stage requires a commitment of time but sharing the responsibility has 
kept the Ultreyas going without causing anyone to burn out. It is too much work for one or two people. 
The big payback is not only the benefit of regular Ultreyas but working together has also strengthened 
our friendships within the group. LCC started meeting about 20 years ago. Several of our current   
members have been involved from the beginning. 

Over the years the coordinators have learned a few things which may be helpful to you in planning  
Ultreyas in your area: 

*Although there are six churches in the Lafayette area, it works best for us to hold the Ultreyas at the 
same place, St Lawrence. Consistency helps. 

*We do not have a meal (except in March and November). Just snacks. Bring a snack to share. This 
works very well! 

*We try to share the load of serving as emcee by having different friendship groups volunteer each 
month. 

*We have an agenda that we use for each Ultreya that tells the emcee step by step what to do. 

*Since the fifteen members in the LCC regularly come to the Ultreyas, we are off to a good start as far 
as attendance right there! We have 30-40 people at most Ultreyas. 

*Jeff Jarboe keeps a master list of emails so he can send reminders to the Cursillistas in our area. 

*One of our members enjoys making flyers, so we distribute them to the various parishes. 

*Several years ago, David (our Music Man) came up with the idea of putting together hymnals, which 
we did. It has about 70 songs, so that makes the music portion easy. 

*Over the years the planning meetings have evolved to the point that we now have printed agendas 
and take minutes. It means an extra hour or so of work for someone, but really helps us keep track of 
what is being laid out or what needs further attention. 

While it can be challenging to keep holding regular Ultreyas, these hints have helped us tremendously. 

I am so grateful to people like Barb and Bill Strasburger, Russ and Kathy Clark, and Jeff and Marlene 

Jarboe who, for decades, have done the work of managing our Ultreyas so that our Cursillo community 

can continue to flourish. My sponsor might never have invited me to join Cursillo if she had not been 

regularly attending the Ultreyas so carefully planned by this group. I think Eduardo Bonin must be 

enormously proud of them! Christ was counting on them, and they delivered! 



 

 

 

 

 

So, you want to sponsor someone for a Cursillo weekend? 

 

Let me ask you a question, Mr./Mrs. would-be sponsor… 
 
What is your plan to get your newly minted and fellow Cursillista into group reunion? 
 
I am writing this short article in an attempt to give us all a small course correction. A different  
perspective, if you will. Let’s face it, sponsorship begins with friendship. It’s that friendship, that love, that 
drives our desire to “get our friends on a weekend”. The same weekend that changed our lives. Who could 
blame us for wanting to share that amazing God filled experience with others? But did the weekend really 
change your life? Was it the mountain top experience from where everything flowed and got you to where 
you find yourself now? I would say, no. Ah ah, before you sharpen your pitchforks and light your torches, 
consider this. 
 
The weekend was indeed a mountain top experience for some of us, but not all of us. Yet here we all are, 
wanting our friends to go on the weekend. Wanting them to become closer to God, as we have become. Why 
is that if it didn’t have such a great effect on all of us? For me, my weekend was a life changing event! I loved 
it! I was all in it by the end of it. But for my brother in Christ that sponsored me, his  
weekend was not that great. It was, okay… Yet we are both now on the same page. Fully committed to our 
Cursillo movement and helping folks get closer to God. I would suggest that our Fourth Day was the key to 
this. I would further suggest that the weekend was an opening. An opening of hearts. An opening of doors to 
Christ and the possibility of a better life, if we would only step through the door. How many times have you 
heard someone say, “I want what they have”? What I have/am now has developed since the weekend. It has 
developed because of my group reunion. The years (wow years…) of sharing, support, being lead and  
leading others to my beloved Christ, have facilitated this growth and cemented the change. My group reunion 
has been so important. 
 
At the risk of pitchfork tines, I would also suggest that in order of importance, the weekend ranks number two 
behind our group reunion. I stepped, no, jumped through that door on my weekend but it has been my group 
reunion that has sustained me and has consistently brought me, the friend, closer to Christ. Our group reunion 
is of number one importance. So, my brothers and sisters, would-be sponsors… 
 
What is your plan to get your newly minted and fellow Cursillista into group reunion? 
 
Peace and love family, 
Mick Gillen 
Cursillo 99 
Table of St. Jude (patron saint of lost causes… coincidence? I don’t think so) 
St. Lawrence Catholic Church, Lafayette IN. 

 



  

Upcoming Weekends 

 

Men’s Cursillo 124 
March 3 – 6, 2022 

Women’s Cursillo 113 
March 17-20, 2022 

Matt Schlimgen 

Rector of Men’s Cursillo #124 

Teresa Keay 

Rectora of Women’s Cursillo #113 

  

                               
 

 

 



Men’s Cursillo # 124 

 
 
 
 
 
 
As a Christian, God’s historical salvation plan fills me with intrigue and awe. Beginning 
with the sinless paradise where Adam had his heart’s desire for companionship filled by 
Eve, and both lived in shameless harmony with each other and with God. 
  
After the fall Adam and Eve set out as inhabitants of this tiny portion of God’s creation 
and created a family. Each of us springs forth from this love of God. When we look in the 
mirror, we see Adam, we see Eve. 
  
Our true heart’s desire, instilled by God, is to live in sinless harmony. To live in sinless   
harmony with God and in sinless harmony with each other. 
  
The National Cursillo Movement USA states, the person is the center of creation and of 
history. From a logical perspective, the encounter with oneself, with one’s very self, is a 
necessity. 
  
A Cursillo weekend offers an encounter with oneself, the opportunity to cement that    
encounter in an idea, incorporate into that idea piety and study, finally transforming the 
idea into action and sharing it with others. 
  
I thank God for the Cursillistas who built the Central Indiana Cursillo movement.     
  
I look forward to the Spring 2022 Cursillo season. 
  
Eduardo Bonnin, pray for us. 
  
God Bless— 
Matt Schlimgen 
Rector Men’s Cursillo #124 
 
 

 



Women’s Cursillo # 113 

 

Hi! 
 
My name is Teresa Keay. I am living Cursillo 87.  I grouped at the Table of Forgiveness and I 
worship at All Saints in Logansport. During Cursillo 87 I can’t say that I had any              
earthshattering revelations, however Cursillo gave me the tools to connect with more people 
that could and have kept my Faith life growing. As a cradle Catholic, I grew up in a home 
where Sunday Mass and, at the time, CCD was the primary focus of the week. All else 
evolved around those. I have always known the importance of my Faith and am very proud to 
know my Catholic heritage goes back many years. My father modeled for us that being   
Catholic was more than just to be lived on Sunday. He was active in the Parish life and lived 
his Faith daily. I know if I don’t stand still in my Faith and if I am not growing, I am more 
than likely back-sliding. I have always remembered that if I am lukewarm that God will 
“vomit me out” (from Rev. 3:16) and that is nothing I want! 
 
When I received the Call to be Rectora of Cursillo 113, I was a bit surprised, humbled and   
excited. The “yes” that I had said to Jennifer to be Rectora became a deeper “Yes” to the   
Person of Jesus that I try to be in Conscious Contact with daily. 
 
As those emotions settled then I came to the realization of all that I would need to do. Just as I 
was contacting people, “COVID’ hit and as we all know things got backed up. During the 
waiting, as with all in our lives, things changed for many people. However, it was a time for 
me to reflect and pray about how God would guide Cursillo. 
 
Formation begins this month for Team 113 and I look forward to the new relationships that 
will form during our time together. Then on March 17th as we greet our new Candidates/
Cursillistas I can hardly wait to see more relationships begin with them. One of the many 
things I enjoy about Cursillo is experiencing the larger Church.  It’s like seeing a glimpse into 
what Heaven will surely look like. New Sisters in Christ, what could be better?! 
 
I am very grateful for the wonderful women (and man) that have said “yes” to this team. From 
the blessing of our Spiritual Advisor, my assistant to each and every one of them I couldn’t 
feel more supported in this ministry. 
 
God is Good, all the time! 
 
De Colores, 
Teresa Keay 
Rectora of Women’s Cursillo #113 

 



Secretariat Planning Meeting  
January 8, 2022 

Christ The King Parish, Indianapolis 

Beth Doran, Louisa LaGrotto, Teresa Keay, Tammy Todd, David Leclere (rear),   
Pattye Brooks, Tom Scemica, Mick Gillan, Pat Maher 

Visited Any Interesting Churches Lately?... 

Christ The King Catholic Church, Indianapolis 



 

 

 

The Renewal of Cursillo: A Never-Ending Process 

 

January 8th the Secretariat met for a very fruitful day of planning and reflection. We are 
called to be ‘intentional’ Cursillistas, living the charism that was given to Edward Bonin. A 
‘charism’ is a gift of the Holy Spirit that helps the Church fulfill its mission in the world. The 
charism that was given to Edward Bonin was a charism that calls and strengthens the laity of 
the Church to live the Christian calling in a dynamic and life-giving way. The Cursillo method 
has helped many, many people to do just that and has made Cursillo a great gift to the Church. 
We are challenged, however, in every age, to rediscover and to live with greater intensity our 
charism. The recent ‘Step by Step’ process was meant to help us do just that and was truly a 
work of the Holy Spirit. 
 
At its January meeting, the Secretariat reflected in a special way upon the role of sponsors. 
Our Vision Statement calls for ‘qualified’ sponsorship as essential to helping Cursillo achieve 
its goal of bringing people to Christ. The role of the sponsor is very similar to the role of a 
godparent at baptism. The sponsor enters into a special relationship with the person that he or 
she sponsors. The sponsors fulfill the mission of ‘accompaniment’ that Pope Francis speaks of 
so often. 
 
As we seek to be ‘intentional’ Cursillistas and to allow the Holy Spirit to move among us, a 
renewed understanding and appreciation of the ongoing role of the sponsor is essential to the 
renewal we all seek. Being a sponsor goes far beyond driving a person to the three-day   
weekend and picking the person up at the closing. It begins in the pre-Cursillo as we come to 
know the people we sponsor, and it continues in the post Cursillo far after the three-day  
weekend as we help the new Cursillistas find people with whom to group and make sure that 
they are invited to Ultreyas and other activities of the movement – both spiritual and social. 
The sponsor remembers the person he or she has sponsored on birthdays and anniversaries. 
The year following the three-day weekend is crucial for the new Cursillista and success       
depends in large part on the active role of the sponsor. 
   
“Make a friend, be a friend, bring a friend to Christ.” This is the very special role of the   
sponsor. As we prepare for Men’s Weekend 124 and Women’s Weekend 113, let us keep in 
prayer not only the men and women who will experience the upcoming weekends, but also 
their sponsors. They have a crucial role in this work of the Holy Spirit that is Cursillo. 
 
De Colores! 
 
Fr. Todd 
Spiritual Director Archdiocese Indianapolis 



 

 

     Fourth Day Community Support for the Upcoming March Weekends 

 
De Colores to all of the fourth day community of Central Indiana Cursillo Center! We           
especially want to extend a warm welcome to the new Cursillistas who attended the Fall 
weekends. Before we know it, March will be here and the next group of men and women will 
be surrounded by the Holy Spirit! 
 
So, how can we prepare our hearts for both Lent (which begins on March 2, the Wednesday 
before the Men's weekend) and discern how we can help the upcoming  weekends?         
Continue to call on the Holy Spirit to guide your hearts and action. 
 
In addition to the Prayer to the Holy Spirit that we say during group reunions, here is           
another prayer to consider: 
 
Heavenly Father, Your Word tells us that as You are, so are we in the world. Your Holy Spirit 
lives in us, and through His power, we are Your representatives. Jesus, You said that we would 
do the same works that You did, and even greater, through the power of Your Spirit. As we 
make ourselves living sacrifices, pour out the power of Your Holy Spirit on us and    enable us 
to do Your works on earth. Amen.  
 
As you prepare your hearts and actions for Lent, you can begin to offer 
up palanca (intercessory prayer, sacrifices, or works of mercy) for the Men of weekend #124 
and the Women of weekend #113. You can also consider offering palanca during the week-
end itself by signing up for a 72-hour prayer slot or assisting with meals during the weekend. 
Help us to fill every slot in the 72-hour prayer chain for both weekends! 
 
Use the links below to sign up to help with these areas: 
 
Men's #124 Weekend Support (March 3-6): 
72-Hour Prayer Chain Signups: https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0d48a4ae2da6ff2-
72hour1  
Meal Support:  https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0d48a4ae2da6ff2-meal2  
 
Women's #113 Weekend Support (March 17-20) 
72-Hour Prayer Chain Signups: https://www.signupgenius.com/go/10c0d48a4ae2da6ff2-
72hour2  
Meal Support: https://www.signupgenius.com/
go/10C0D48A4AE2DA6FF2-meal3   
 
Come, Holy Spirit, come!  



Introducing 2 New Music Co-Coordinators 

                                      Music, Sprinkles, Mom – How Do They Relate? 
 
As one half of the new music chairperson for the secretariat, I was asked to write an article for The Voice. I 
didn’t know whether to talk about myself or to talk about how music works differently during the  three-day 
weekend thanks to Step by Step. I realized, the two subjects have a little bit in common, so here we go. 
 
As the cliché often goes, I grew up in a musical family. We weren’t like the Jacksons of  Motown fame or  
anything even close to that but, my mother was the organist at our church for many years. I and my             
siblings all enjoyed singing and one of my brothers was in marching band and seemed to be able to learn most 
any instrument with what seemed like no effort at all. Dad always appreciated music even though he didn’t 
claim to have any talent. We all loved listening to music and singing along. 
Still, there was an attitude that other people treated it as far more important than we thought it was.           
Generally, we felt music was fun and maybe pretty, but not a necessity. Even though Mom was an              
organist at our church, she didn’t see music as an integral part of the Mass like many parishioners –            
including some of the pastors through the years – seemed to think it was. Her attitude was along the lines of 
“The Mass is still the Mass even if there is no music just like a cupcake is still a cupcake even if it doesn’t 
have sprinkles.” It seems I and my siblings all developed a similar outlook. 
 
Fast-forward to more recent years. I have been a music cha on 8 weekends from 2001 to 2018. With a song 
before each talk, Bible Enthronement / Retirement, “De Colores” on the way to every meal, the usual singing 
during Mass, and sometimes a singalong and/or prayer service on Saturday evening, the Cursillo weekends 
were saturated with music. For people who loved to sing, it was most likely a deeply joyful  experience. For 
those who didn’t – perhaps not quite so joyful. 
 
I had the privilege of being the music cha for Cursillo #122 in the Spring of 2020 just before the world began 
shutting down thanks to a certain disease that has dominated the news since then. That was the first time we in 
Central Indiana used the Step-by-Step program. Based on the writings of Eduardo Bonnin, many things were 
removed from the weekend that had been added over the years. Fewer events, many of which involved     
singing or listening to music, allowed those who attended to spend more time in  conversation and fellowship. 
As a result, the new cursillistas formed stronger relationships than I had ever seen previously. They had more 
time to be themselves and understand that the focus is about making a friend… yeah, you know the rest. On a 
personal note, even being the introvert that I am, I was able to  connect with one or two new cursillistas. That 
was a first for me! 
 
In conclusion, though some music lovers may be disappointed in the diminished role music will play in the 
weekends going forward, they might notice that they can better appreciate the taste of the cake without the 
sprinkles overpowering it with sweetness. 
 
Come to think of it, Mom tried to keep me from eating too much sugar when I was younger. Perhaps there 
was a deeper lesson. 
 
In memory of Gloria Leclere 
April 22, 1928 - August 23, 2021 
 

David Leclere 

Cursillo #79 

Table of St. Joseph 

St. Boniface, Lafayette 



 

Virlee Weaver 
Cursillo 21 – 1977 
St. Alphonsus Liguori, Zionsville 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Music on Cursillo Weekends                                            
 
      As one of the incoming Co-Music Coordinators on the Secretariat, below are 
some reflections about the music for our Cursillo Weekend.   
 
   I have read their guidelines and an old Leader’s manual from the earlier years of our     
Movement. They both reflect the same mindset and attitude regarding music.  Music/songs are 
to be used in moderation to “brighten, bring “ease and positivity”, simple, easily sung and 
probably known by many of the candidates.  Music and songs throughout the weekend are to 
be a form of relaxation and amusement technique to break up the intensity or routine days. 
Songs are not to be done with each talk.  They are not meant to stir emotional,                     
sentimentality or be necessarily pious.  Music and song are a tool and “not an end in 
itelf.”  There is no longer a theme song.  As an example of a change: the De Colores song will 
still be used as it reflects more of a playful song with a catchy tune but not done for each 
meal.  It is still to be used because of its Spanish origin and it is recognized universally,       
especially as a greeting or farewell.  The song will make sense when sung to the candidates at 
the serenade.  
 
    The Secretariat has selected songs for the Rector/a to choose for the Closing. The format 
leads up to Sunday where we raise our voices in joyful praise and thanksgiving.  
 
     As Music Cha for the Women's March Weekend, I will actually experience the               
Step-by-Step format for the first time.   I had attended the Regional Meeting where this      
program was introduced to our Secretariat.   
   
   I learned to play a guitar with a group of ladies at church to help with Religious Ed.  From 
there, I began playing in church for Youth Ministry, HS Retreats and sang in the choir.  I have 
enjoyed the times I have been a Music Cha for eight weekends.   I have a love and   passion 
for our Movement and why I have said yes to Co-chair with Dave on what needs to be done to 
maintain, record and arrange music for our Movement.   
     
     Our Cursillo has an extremely talented group of Music Cursillistas and are grateful for their 
talent and ministry.  Cursillo would welcome any others interested in helping with music.  
 
De Colores. 

 


